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What is certain however, is, that after the fourteenth
century, though not constantly present, it renewed
itself in destructive epidemics during the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries.

Some thought that

it was always introduced from abroad; some that it
sprung up afresh in our own soil from local conditions,
a disputed question which need not be considered here.

VI
SYDENHAM

AND

It will be sufficient to say that there were several
THE

serious outbreaks in Tudor times, more especially near
the beginning and near the end of Elizabeth's reign,

PLAGUE

but a much more alarming epidemic

I

T was a few years after Sydenham's return

Montpellier, when he Was still engaged in studying
the epidemics of London, and preparing to write upon
them, that the most formidable of all known epidemics
visited the city. It was that terrible visitation known
in history as the Great Plague of London, the last
appearance of this dread malady in our country, and
even to this day a name of fear.
To explain the peculiar significance of this epidemic,
a few words must be said about the previous appearances of the disease in our country.
It had appeared

Death,

which

.'
"

il\ .

1625 another epidemic occurred still more fatal,
causing 4-1,000 deaths; but whether this number was
higher or lower in proportion to the population of the

till'"

city, would be difficult to say.

II(
r

visited the

shores of England in r 34-9. It may have existed in
Europe and in England during the Middle Ages,
but on that

point we have no' accurate

104-

knowledge.

in the

bably in proportion to the population of London,
hardly less destructive than that of Sydenham's time.
In the year of the accession of Charles 1., viz., in

",'5·

from time to time since the greatest of all recorded
pestilences, the world-wide (if we leave out the New
World) epidemic of the fourteenth century, known in
after times as the Black

occurred

first year of King James 1., in 1603. This was a
cc great plague" causing over 33,000 deaths, and pro-

from

Between

these visita-

I

tions and up to 1647, the plague was never absent
from London, causing in some years a large mortality.

,,

In r64-7, 3,500 are said to have died of it; but in the
next year the mortality fell to a few hundreds, and in
succeeding years almost to nothing.
wars, and under the Commonwealth

IIi

.~l
)

r~li~
I.

'II!,;

i'
1~!

the disease was virtually absent from London, so few
deaths being ascribed to the disease that the figures
may have no significance whatever.
In other parts of
105
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the country a few small epidemics were recorded, one
of these being noticed, though not from personal

pestilence recurred, only about four years after the
Restoration, the Puritans may have thought their

knowledge

reading of History confirmed.
Apart from political or religious

by Sydenham

insignificant.
The exemption

himself;

of London

but

they

and England

were

facts will help us to understand

from its

We need only consider

appeared to the popular imagination.

Weare

how it
told it

these

citizens of London about the Great Plague.
It was
nothing unprecedented or exceptional, as the popular

old and dreaded enemy for sixteen years, till it returned
in 1664 is a very remarkable fact. Explanations
might be hazarded, which it would be beyond our
purpose to discuss.

prejudices

the feelings of the

histories of the event have led many to suppose. It
was not a new and foreign disease like the Asiatic
I

cholera of later times,

but a familiar

remember

something

domestic

foe.

was a popular saying that the plague came in with a
new king, referring, of course, to its appearance in the
early years of James I. and Charles I. And as it

Old men might

even of the

almost vanished after the memorable year 1648, when
the monarchy was overthrown by the execution of
Charles I., it is not surprising that superstitious minds
traced a connection between these pestilences and
political events. The Puritans were not alone in
recognising the hand of divine Providence in sending
pestilence as a judgment for the sins of mankind, but
they were especially prone to interpret these events in
the light of Old Testament history, as a judgment on

recurrences, and even the younger generation would
have heard their fathers tell of those terrible calamities.
So in 1664 when news came of a destructive pestilence

great plague of James the First's reign; many would
have lived through that of 1625 with its repeated

in Holland; there was some feeling of alarm. Scholars
would have muttered something about paries proximus
ardet , the government
proposed stringent rules of
quarantine and exclusion, which the citizens and
commercial classes, in the interests of trade, steadily

last despairing plea for" A free Commonwealth"
in
opposition to Monarchy, remarking on the plagues

opposed, so that nothing decisive was done. In the
meantime indications of the coming storm became
more numerous.
In the autumn of 1664 a serious
outbreak of plague occurred on the eastern coast at
Yarmouth, a seaport having frequent intercourse with

and pestilences that in the time of Monarchy

Northern

the people for the sins of their kings.
find even John Milton when he wrote

Hence we
in 1660 his

wasted

the City of London, such as through God's mercy,
had not been known since.
Probably when the
106

Europe, and in London itself were premoni-

tory symptoms, little heeded at the time, but as since
brought

to light, of great significance.
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autumn and up to Christmas, 1664-, there were many
cases of a mild form of plague, such as in places where
the disease has been carefully observed, have been found
to be the forerunner

of a severe epidemic.

,.;:-

\'~
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But the
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matter, says one of the sufferers who survived, was
kept quiet, and as the deaths were few little evidence
was furnished by the bills of mortality.
Boghurst, an

:/

..

.~

apothecary, who has left the best account of the great
epidemic, affirms that plague had occurred for three or
four years before in the parishes of St. Giles's,
Clement
Martin's

St.

Danes, St. Paul's, Covent Garden, and St.
in the Fields; that is, in all the western

dormant

say that the number of deaths recorded in the bills of
mortality is 68,596, but there can be no doubt that
this number is too low. The enumeration was made
from the reports furnished by certain ignorant old
women called searchers to the parish clerks.
For
to give the disease another name;
moreover, large
suburbs were not included in these Bills, and no
So that, taking

the population

of London then as about

~:.
r-

about one-fifth may have died of the plague, while a
large though uncertain number sought safety in Right.

4-00,000,

it is probable that

This great mortality was confined to the year 1665,
for though the disease recurred in the next spring, and
caused a considerable number of deaths, they were not
so numerous as to amount to a great epidemic.
In
succeeding years it steadily declined to a vanishing
point; and, as we know, has never recurred in this

burst out with explosive violence, and increased up till
the fatal month of September, when the deaths were

in considering Sydenham's

As the reader may like to have some notion of the
actual mortality of this historical epidemic, we may

and died elsewhere.

In May the spread of the disease already caused
alarm, though the number of deaths was not great.
In June it steadily increased, and in July the epidemic

towards the close a much larger proportion of those
affected recovered.
This fact is of some importance

PLAGUE

.~.

till the spring.

at the rate of something like 7,000 a week, after which
it declined till the end of the year. What was notable,
,though paralleled in most epidemics of plague, was that

THE

account would be taken of those who left the city

However, the cold of winter, as generally happens
Northern climates, checked the spread of the

epidemic, and it remained

AND

obvious reasons the searchers would often be tempted

"0

suburbs, parts of which were vaguely spoken of as
Westminster.

in

SYDENHAl\4

country.
The possible causes of its extraordinary
violence in J665 and of its final extinction are
questions too large to be entered on here.
We return, then, to the spring of 1665, and find that
.

;;.

;1 ',,~

in the month

.n

alarm on the subject

of May there was already considerable
of plague.

This

would have

been greater in the West End, where Sydenham lived,
than in other parts of London, since the group of

relations to the plague.
108
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parishes mentioned, especially St. Martin's and St.
.Giles's, were at first the chief focus of the disease.

tells us, till it had been six months

in the

he might have added a memorable chapter to the
history of the plague, and done good service in his
profession.
On the other hand there are certain circumstances

not affected the City, or at least only in a few houses,

apart from the mere fact that he had a wife and
young children, which put his conduct in a somewhat
different light. To begin with,most
of his patients

but he thought going home from Westminster
to the
City a very dangerous passage. Thus, when June
came, there was great commotion in the West, and

must have left, or been on the point of leaving town.
The regular or college physicians then practised chiefly

Pepys again records how on the z rst of June he
found "all the town almost going out of town."
'}

'I,

Dorset.
This is the one event in Sydenham's
biographers

have always regretted.

life which his

To a student of

epidemics no more notable object of study could have
110

among the rich, except so far as they were connected
with hospitals. Their regular fee was a high one for
the times, viz., an angel, equal to ten shillings, worth
three or four times as much in modern money.
The
name of this coin gave rise to numerous jests at the
expense of physicians.
Boghurst, the worthy apothecary, who stuck to his post during the epidemic, says
it was only the rich who were permitted to die "surrounded by angels."
Culpepper, the herbalist and

to Oxford.
So it happened that in the latter part of June
Sydenham says the danger came to his own doors,
and he was persuaded by his friends to add himself
to the increasing number of fugitives.
He and his
family retired a few miles from London, afterwards,
it would seem, to some more distant spot, possibly to

PLAGUE

been presented than the pestilence which was invading

western parts.
Pepys, who lived in the City, says
that on his journeys to Westminster
he found the
plague prevailing there, while he still hoped it had

During the month of June nearly all the rich people
and those who could afford to leave their business left
the West End.
The King and Queen went to
Hampton Court;
afterwards to Salisbury and then

THE

London.
To a physician it might seem that the duty
was indicated of remaining to help sufferers who stood
in so great need of medical help. Had he remained

From these parts it travelled slowly eastward to the
City, so that it did not reach the eastern parishes, as
Boghurst

AND

quack, has a bitter gibe that "Physicians
of the
present day are like Balaam's ass, they will not speak

+
'.t.

until they see an Angel."
All this meant that
physicians attended chiefly wealthy patients.
When it is said with some reproach that so many
London

physicians left

this statement

the city during

the plague,

must be qualified by remembering
III

the
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exist

England, though

still to a large extent

in

they are not so clearly marked

in

account

made a large harvest by selling medicines for prevention as well as for cure of the disease.
Beside this, it was true of the plague of London, as

~'
i

how

be now, with our present knowledge,
certainly not to have been so.
On his return

very few

•

had died.

112

We cannot

but wish

said pretty

he found the disease still lingering,

physicians, he had a good deal of practice.
But the
disease, if he saw true cases of it, had then, as is usual
in epidemics, assumed a milder type, and thus Sydenham was led to take an over-sanguine view of the
efficacy of treatment.
His own method of treatment, founded partly on
his own experience, partly on accounts which he had
heard of successful practice in isolated cases which
occurred during the Civil Wars, was that of profuse
bleeding, which he admits was generally held in
horror.

the City.
Had the West End physicians remained,
they would have found themselves almost in solitude,
among empty houses.
These facts show what justification there was for
leaving London.

was all

and he says, modestly, that, in the absence of older

However, a good many physicians did remain, such
as Hodges, who wrote a book on the plague; Wharton,
physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, who remained at
his post to take charge of the sick soldiers at the
special request of the King, and who was promised
a reward which he never received, and others.
But
all whose names we have been able to find lived in

Sydenham's

meagre and

of the disease, which

spread, and the only case which he describes, saying
he did not know whether it was plague or not, may

to their numbers, so that

was over it was noticed

account

that our physician's scanty opportunities enabled him
to furnish.
Probably he saw very little of the disease.
Before he went away the epidemic was not widely

it was known as "the poor's plague";
and thus the
regular patients of the physicians, even if they remained in- town, were little affected.
After the
persons of wealth or distinction

for if this great

of it, instead of the somewhat

unsatisfactory

it has been of most similar pestilences elsewhere, that
it affected the lower classes much more than the
wealthy, even in proportion

so strong,

PLAGUE

observer had remained to study the epidemic, medical
literature might have been enriched by a masterly

indeed

appeared

THE

they had not

other countries.
The medical attendants of the poor
were the surgeons and apothecaries; and most of these
seem to have remained; and the latter at all events

epidemic

AND

of the profession in those

peculiar class distinctions
days, which

SYDENHAM

eO'S

This

method,

however, has been condemned

by

most of the best physicians who had large experience
of the disease, though it had been recommended by
.•J!

~~

;r.

some.

Boghursr,

the

apothecary,
II3

whose

excellent
I
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account

we have already

referred

to, condemns

it

unreservedly.
Sydenham's theory of the origin of plague was not
very different from that of most of his contemporaries,
ascribing

it

to

atmospheric

disturbances,

1

and he

attached little importance to contagion.
With much
candour, however, he admits that he had grave
suspicions whether the mere atmospheric constitution,
without some Fornes, or introduction from pestilential
localities of an infected person, could in itself originate
plague.
He instances the effect of strict preventive

VII
SYDENHAM'S

S
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measures in keeping out plague, as was done in Italy,
when the precautions taken by the Grand Duke of
Tuscany in 1650 kept out of that country a plague
which had ravaged nearly the whole of Italy.
Medical opinion in that day was divided, as it has
been to some extent ever since, between

two opposite

.~.

was then that he composed his first medical work,
one of no small importance in the history of medicine.

began to study the fevers of London as they presented
themselves to him in his own practice.
This class

i

i

.-11

.:~i
"1'

II.}

absence from London during the

It treated of fevers, and was founded on observations
which he had been collecting since 1661, when he

,:1

of the Contagionists.

ON FEVERS

time of the plague had one advantage, that
it gave him some months of enforced leisure from
practice, and he employed the time well. For it

views on the subject-views
which may be summarily
defined as that of the Localists and that of Contagionists.
The former referred the outbreak of plague in any
particular place to local conditions;
the latter to
importation from some other infected locality.
We
see that Sydenham was in the main a Localist; but
he admitted the possibility of some truth in the views

WRITINGS

,rr

of diseases was always a favourite study of Sydenham's,
and, as already mentioned, had a local significance
for him as being especially prevalent in the neighbourhood where he practised.
greater relative importance

They also had a much
in his time than at the

present day, since he estimated that they made up
two-thirds of medicine.
In our own day the same
class of maladies, called in official returns zymotic
115
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diseases, are credited with only one-tenth

of the total

took great

interest

WRITINGS

ON

in medicine,

FEVERS

but was

not

on

mortality from all causes. Sydenham, it is true, included some acute diseases not now reckoned as

that account popular with the medical profession.
He was regarded as something of an interloper.

fevers, such as Pneumonia, Erysipelas, and Rheumatism.
But even supposing that he was led from special

One contemporary

physician

names

the "virtuosi"

the

(alluding to such men as Boyle) and" English books"
as among the crying evils which injured the interests

difference is enormous.
This little book was en titled, "Thom~
Sydenham
Methodus Curandi Febres, propriis observationibus

of medicine.
Hence Boyle's was not a name to
conjure with, and might not have been the best
to choose for the patronage of a medical work.
But

superstructa"
(" Thomas Sydenham's method of treating fevers, based upon his own observations "). It is a

Sydenham had a definite and very good reason for
his dedication.
In the first place it was by Boyle's
advice and prompting that Sydenham undertook to
treat of this department of medicine, and he calls

circumstances

to make

too high

an estimate,

small octavo of I 56 pages containing about 17,000
words; that is, it would make about two longish articles
in a medical journal.
It was written, as were all
Sydenham's published works, in Latin, which gave
it the great advantage of being intelligible to doctors all
over Europe.
Medical works in English were then
very few, and looked upon with suspicion as if meant
to appeal to the public, not to the profession.

Royle as a witness to the fidelity and usefulness
of his observations, since the philosopher had, with
great kindness, accompanied him on his visits to his
patients;
in which, says Sydenham, he showed a
benevolence and condescension contrary to the spirit
of the times. The treatise, moreover, would not be

Surgeons and quacks might write in English, but
for an orthodox physician to do S9 would have been
an act of bad taste, alu{ost amounting to a crime.

less welcome to Boyle because it was small in bulk
and not swollen out with the spoils of other authors
(whose ashes might rest in peace so far as Sydenham

The question whether the Latin was
will be co~sidered afterwards.
The dedication is noteworthy, as
Robert Boyle, the eminent natural
the representative man of scientific
time. Boyle, who was so acute

was concerned).
There were other parts of medicine
which he hoped to treat in the same manner, and
thus redeem a promise made to Boyle; but for the
present he thought it better to try the fate of this
little work before rashly attempting more, especially
in an age when subtle speculations were more valued
than honest practice.

investigator

in many departments
II6

Sydenham's own
it is to the Hon.
philosopher, and
research at that
and diligent an

of physical science,
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respect and admiration

which

lay

for

the

most

part

Sydenham's sphere of interest.
The preface to the reader displays so well the noble

translatin g.
"Whoever
applies himself to medicine
seriously to weigh the following considerations.

not only do his best to restore health to the sick, but
also to give greater certainty to the art which he
professes, so that it may become better and richer,
and some benefit may accrue to mankind even when

.J,.

ought
First,

that he will one day have to render an account to
the Supreme Judge of the lives of sick persons
committed
to his care. N ext, whatever skill or

FEVERS

on medical subjects.
He goes on to say that every
physician who desires to be held an honest man should .~

outside

and lofty spirit in which Sydenham regarded his work
as a physician, that the beginning of it is worth

ON

These sentences express Sydenham's deepest convictions;
they reveal his religio medici, and the
same high tone is maintained through all his writings

for Boyle were paid to his independence of thought
and habit of investigating nature at first hand for
himself, not so much to the value of his special
researches,

WRITINGS
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he himself is in his grave.
Sydenham does not omit, after the custom of the
time, to anticipate

>

-1,

knowledge he may, by the Divine favour, become
possessed of, should be devoted above all things to
the glory of God and the welfare of the human

'f

the criticisms which his work may

encounter.
The carping critic or "Zoilus"
is a
figure whose shadow darkens most prefaces in the
seventeenth century.
Sydenham expects that supercilious persons will first pronounce his new method
to be merely the outcome of a love of novelty and
paradox, and then, if they find that after all there

race. Moreover, let him remember that it is not
any base or despicable creature of which he has under-

is some good in it, will assert that it was all well
known before. He does not write for such critics,

taken the cure. For the only begotten Son of God,
by becoming man, recognised the value or the human

but for serious and candid men who will put his
method to the proof. If they do so he has no doubt

race, and ennobledby His own dignity the nature He
assumed. Finally, the physician should bear in mind
that he himself is not exempt from the common lot,

that their experience will confirm his own, and they
will cast another pebble on the heap which he has

j

but subject to the same laws of mortality and disease
as others; and he will care for the sick with more
diligence and tenderness if he remembers that he himself is their fellow-sufferer."

begun.
So much for the preface, which we have dwelt
upon especially because it did not appear in the :final
edition of his work
sometimes

nS

on Fevers,
II9

'"

and, therefore,

have escaped observation.

may

THOMAS
The

little

SYDENHAM

book itself consists of

(I) On Continued
which accompany

SYDENHAM'S
four sections.

expository,

Fevers; (2) on Certain Symptoms
Continued Fevers; (3) Intermit-

ilf

tent Fevers; (4) Small-pox, under which he includes
Measles.
It bears out on the whole the claim that
it is founded on his own observations, no other author
being quoted or even mentioned, and is mainly
practical concerning the treatment of fevers, though

I

not

:]1

without

some theoretical

explanations,

which,

I

of view would be a method liable to fallacy, since,
on the one hand, we are apt to misunderstand
views so different from our own; while, on the other
hand, we almost inevitably read into the text ideas
very obvious to us, but which were not present to
the author's mind. Therefore the best plan seems

fl'

to be to try and show how the work appeared to
contemporaries.
Fortunately we are able to do this

f

in a very satisfactory way; for almost immediately
after the publication of Sydenham's book, a notice

I'

~

of it appeared in the second volume of the "Philosophical Transactions"
(afterwards called the" Trans-

not critical.

We

ON

FEVERS

can give only a few

extracts.
"This
book undertakes to deliver a more certain
and more genuine method of curing fevers and agues
than has appeared hitherto.
And it being premised
First that a fever is Nature's engine which she brings
into the field to remove her enemy; or her handmaid
either

however, occupy a subordinate place. To try and
give an account of such a work from a modern point

WRITINGS

for evacuating

for reducing

the impurities

of the blood, or

it into a new state :-Secondly,

that the

true and genuine cure of this sickness consists in such
a tempering of the commotion of the blood, that it
may neither exceed nor be too languid. This, I say,
being premised by the author, he informs the reader:" In the First Section, of the different methods to be
employed in the cure of fevers, not only in respect of
the differing seasons of one and the same year, but of
the difference of one year from another.
As to the
former, he shows in what sort of patients, and at what
time of the fever phlebotomy, or vomiting, or both,
are to be used; and when and where not; in what
space of time the depuration, if Nature be not disturbed
or hindered in her work, will be performed; when
purgatives ought to be administered,

&c.

actions of the Royal Society"), dated May 6, 1666.
It was probably written, as Dr. Latham remarks,

" As to the latter, he observes that one of the chief
causes, rendering the cure of fevers so uncertain and

by one of the two secretaries of the Royal Society,

unsuccessful

Hooke or Olden burgh.
The notice is headed, " An
Account of Dr. Sydenham's book, entitled Methodus
Curandi Febres; etc. ;" and, as will be seen, is purely
120
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is, that

practitioners

do accommodate

their observations, which they take from the successful
cure of some fevers in one season of the year, or of
some one year, to that of all fevers in any season, or

'

~ ;..
~
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And here he observes first

He intersects, among other things, this note :- That

how vigorous the blood is in the spring, and how
dispirited in autumn; and thence regulates the letting

the period of fermentation in fevers, both continued
and intermittent, is (if left to Nature's own conduct,

of blood, &c. Next, how difficult it is to assign the
cause of the difference between the fevers of several
years, &c.

and well regulated, if need be, by art) performed in abou t
336 hours or fourteen days, subducting in intermittent
ones the hours of intermission, and counting five
and a half hours for every paroxysm, and imputing
the excursion beyond that time to the disturbance

"In the Second Section he treats of the symptoms
accompanying continued fevers, as phrensis, pleurisies,
coughs, hiccups fluxes, &c., showing whence
caused, and how they are tobe cured .•.•

they are

given to nature

"To all which he subjoins a particular account of
the iliac passion (or Ileus) esteemed by him to be
sometimes
coursing

a symptom

also of fevers, not

only

courses of the Small-pox; and examining the cause of
this sickness, and its universality, delivers his peculiar

dis-

of its cause, but adding also a very plain

way of curing the same, and that not by the use of
quicksilver or bullets (judged by him to be noxious),
but only by mint-water,
and the application of a
living whelp to the patient's stomach to strengthen
the same, and to reduce it to its natural

motion."

opinion of the blood's endeavouring

..

its malignity ....
to permit Nature
.!

hot fits, and of the separation of the subdued aguish
matter, distinguishes ague into vernal and autumnal,
takes notice that as there are very few continued
fevers, so there are only quotidians and tertians in the
spring;

and only tertians and quartans in the autumn.
122

a renovation or a

new texture (once at least in a man's life), and is
inclined to prefer the same to the received doctrine of

~

[This curious prescription of applying a live puppy
dog to the patient's stomach was maintained by
Sydenharn in his last edition. ]
"In the Third Section, he treats of intermittent
fevers or agues. When he discourses of the cold and

by the error or practitioners.

"In the Fourth Section, the author in conformity
with the custom of those who write of fevers, dis-

I'

I

!

For the cure, he advises, in short,
to do her own work, requiring

nothing of the physician, but to regulate her wh~n
she is exorbitant, and to fortify her when she is too
weak.
He concludes all with delivering a model of
the method he would use for his only son, if he should
fall into this sickness."
On a few points in the above extract a little explanation

may be useful.

Sydenham's

notion, which

appears so strange to us, that there was a natural period
of fourteen days for the" fermentation" in fevers, seems
to have been founded on the observation that the most
definite and well-marked

species among the continued
123
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I.

fevers known

to him

(which

were

not

then

and was there noted for his skill in carrying on
scholastic disputations in Greek.
He was doubtless a

dis-

tinguished from one another), namely, Typhus, does
usually come to an end in that time, so that it has been
called the fourteen-days'

fever.

master of formal logic, and a man of immense reading,
not to say learning, so that his friend Anthony Wood
thought him one of the greatest lights of the age. It
is plain that he made himself the champion of book

The other kinds, now

known as Typhoid and relapsing Fever, would doubtless have appeared to him less regular and typical, so
that he ascribed their departure from the type to
unskilful
treatment.
The
arithmetical
subtleties
involved in calculating the duration of intermittent
fevers we cannot attempt to follow.

learning and the ancient methods against the innovations of the Scientific School, the Baconians, or the
Virtuosi;

and especially of the Royal Society.

fell foul of Sydenham, probably because the dedication

Sydenham's peculiar opinion as to Small-pox being
a natural process which almost everyone had to go

of his book to Boyle identified

through once, at least, in his lifetime, is undeniable
evidence of the universality of the disease in his day,

calls him.

but

is of so highly speculative

a character

as to

appear out of harmony with ..Sydenham's usual line of
thought.
It is omitted, however, in his final edition,
and the probable reason for this omission is worth
noting.

of his time has discovered

only one writer who directly attacked Sydenham's
views. This was a certain Henry Stubbe, a physician
at Warwick, a violent pamphleteer, especially conspicuous for his attacks on the Royal Society.
He
had been at Oxford

at the same time as Sydenham,
124

him as one of the

" virtuosi," or at least a "semi-virtuoso,"

as his critic

The pamphlet in which this passage occurs is called
" The Lord Bacon's relation of the sweating-sickness

t.

I

examined in a reply to George Thomson pretender
to Physick and Chymistry, together with a defence of
Phlebotomy, in opposition to the same author ...
Dr. Whitaker and Dr. Sydenharn, &c. London,

167 I."

We hear so much about the opposition to Sydenham and his doctrines, that we might imagine a
considerable controversial
literature to have been
directed against him.
But a pretty careful scrutiny
of the medical literature

Stubbe

Stubbe

·r

I

I
; .

.

.

~

refers to the

passage

mentioned

in the

review, which is still stronger in the original, where
Sydenham speaks of SmaIl-pox as due to a spontaneous
effort of the blood to bring itself into a new state, and
putting off its native state, by a process like moulting,
to put on, as it were, a new shape. He much prefers
this view to that of a malignant
into the blood, which
says, if anyone

substance received

has to be expelled.

prefers the latter
125
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view, he will not
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of the blood to
renovation which

ment remain the same.
Quoting
this, and also
another something like it, in which Sydenham speaks
of fevers in generai, Stubbe criticises them in the
following words :-

it had begun.
It cannot go back to its original
state, and is not strong enough to go on to the new
one which it is striving to induce.
It can neither go

"Whether
Dr. Sydenham intend to ascribe sense,
appetite, and judgment unto the blood I cannot well

backward nor forward, and the patient dies.
Sydenham's theory of Small-pox was not worse than

tell, but either he canteth in Metaphors, or explaineth
himself in his general hypothesis about Feavers, as if
his meaning were such. But it seems strange and
irrational to attribute such an understanding to the

that of his contemporaries;
than that of Willis, for
.instance, who adopted the doctrine of the Arabian
school;

but it was totally different.

The objections to Sydenham's theory are just what
would occur in any modern physician.
They must
have come home to Sydenham, who prided himself

blood, and to transmute a natural agent into one that
is spontaneous;
and which is more, having represented
it as such, to make it so capricious as not to know

on abstaining

when it is well; but to run phantastically upon such
dangerous changes as occurs in putrid feavers and the

reply to Stubbe he omitted the whole passage in his
final edition.
He did not, however, expunge the

Small-pox, for even this last 'ariseth from a desire the
blood hath to change its state.'''

passage about the evil consequences of wrong treatment of the disease. To the end of his life Sydenham
seems to have thought that the Small-pox, if properly

Also Stubbe asks, if this disease is Natural, why is
it not more ancient and universal? Whereas it is very
doubtful whether it existed in ancient times, and it
certainly was unknown
Spaniards came there.

in the West

Indies till the

symptoms

I~.
~:

sequences of the Small-pox to the indiscretion of those
that attend them, be they nurses or physicians.
we

~.

:-;
tK'ji.,

~.'

Again, he finds it "most intollerable"
in Dr.
Sydenham that he seems to attribute all the evil con-

Sydenham,

-;-,'

may add, spoke

of the Small-pox
126

in a

of

certain

highly

bad

figurative

'I.1lJ~

I.r;,:
lit.

:1\'

i~'

from theories;

so without

making any

treated, ought to be a very mild disease, and cause
only a slight mortality.
But his manner of dealing with the first point is
very characteristic of him.
He was not averse from
theorising, and sometimes indulged his fancy in giving
speculative explanations of disease, but held theories
to be of little importance, and would not allow them
to inll uence his practice;
or at least such was his
intention,

and

to a very

large

it out.
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extent

he

carried
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From these two notices we can see in what light
Sydenham's
book appeared to
The notice in the" Philosophical
strictly impartial, showed that
regarded as of some importance,
the direction of what we now

It, tractatum
Londinenses

same year reprinted at Amsterdam.
The Dutch
printers of that time did good service to science by
reprinting in a cheap form all valuable new publications in medicine as in other sciences, and contributed
largely to the diffusion of Sydenham's writings through
Europe.
His reputation grew more rapidly in foreign
countries than at home, as is often seen in the case
of innovators in all departments of science.
To complete the literary history of the work
on Fevers, we should say that a second edition, with
some additions, especially that of a chapter on the
128

de Febribus

mira

Solertia

D.D. Sydenham, prax in

medicam apud

t:eCfue ac felicitate exercentis,

zestus, victumque ardoribus orbern
Flevit, non tan tis par Medicina malis i
Nam post mille artes, medica- tentamina curre
Ardet adhuc Febris, nee velit arte rcgi,

"Febriles

most of the Royal Society men. The acute, though
ill-tempered,
criticism of Stubbe did not touch his

On the Continent
the "Method
of Treating
Fevers"
was very well received.
It was in the

FEVERS

We will quote the opening and concluding lines :-

was the especial object of the Royal Society; though
in his conception of what were the most important
objects of research Sydenham differed widely from

pox which need not be here considered.

ON

Plague, appeared in 1668. To this was prefixed a
long Latin
poem
by John Locke, Sydenham's
intimate friend, who deserves much credit for discerning the importance of Sydenham's little volume.

his contemporaries.
Transactions," while
his little book was
and as' tending in
call research, which

general method, but picked out what was undoubtedly
a weak point, and one decidedly inconsistent with
Sydenham's general line of thought. Stubbe criticised
also some details in Sydenham's treatment of Small-

WRITINGS

*

if

*

Tu meliora paras, victrix Medicina i tuusque,
Pestis qure superat cuncta, tr iumphus er it,
Vive, Liber, victis Febrilibus ignibus; unus
Te simul et muridum qui manet, ignis erit,"

The subjoined rough version may give the English
reader some notion of the heroic vein in which Locke
praised his friend's work :"With Fever's heats, throughout the world that raged,
Unequal war has mourning Medicine waged;
A thousand arts, a thousand cures she tries i
Still Fever burns, and all her skill defies,
Till Sydenham's wisdom plays a double part,
Quells the disease, and helps the failing Art.
No dreams are his of Fever's mystic laws,
He blames no fancied Humour as its cause i
Shunning the wordy combats of the Schools,
Where an intenser heat than Fever rules.

*

Thy arms, Victorious Medicine! more intend,
Triumphant, thou the unconquered Plague shalt end,
Live, Book! while Fever's vanquished lIames expire,
Thee and the world awaits one common fire."
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Locke was so much interested in his friend's efforts
to reform medicine

that

he and Sydenham
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even the traditional names, to observe them in fact
as objects of natural history without being biassed

planned

a joint treatise on the Small-pox, which was to be
dedicated to Lord Ashley (afterwards Lord Shaftes-

by a premature attempt to account for their phenomena
in accordance with the ancient
dogmas or even

bury), Locke's friend and patron.
Locke, indeed,
wrote the dedication and the preface in Sydenham's

according

name,

which

are still extant,

in English,

in

to

the

modern

physical

and

chemical

science.
The book contains also observations on
other diseases, such as pleurisy, pneumonia,
and
rheumatism.

the

Shaftesbury papers.
But the scheme was given up,
and the materials were doubtless used in the com-

It would

be impossible within

the limits of this

position of the work now to be spoken of.
finally the work on Fevers was entirely recast,
and with very considerable additions, making it three

work to give any analysis-even
a short one-of
the" Medical Observations."
The accounts of the
several diseases are not arranged, as they are in a

or four times as large, appeared in 1676 with a new
title as "Observationes
Medicse circa morborum

modern text-book, according to the diseases themselves; but according to the epidemics of particular

Acutorum

years.
records

Historiam

et

Curationem,"

which,

not-

withstanding
the great alterations, must be regarded
as the third edition of the little book on Fevers.
The

They were founded on
of the diseases occurring

1661 to 1675.

Sydenham's
in London

In those years he recognised

own
from
fi~e

fourth edition (so-called on the title-page) of 1685
was further revised, but contained no important
alterations.
There were also at least two other
Continental
editions, printed at Strasbourg and at

(4) 1669-72; (5) 1673-5. Each of these periods
was characterised by a particular Epidemic Constitution,
or disposition of the atmosphere, and as many peculiar

Geneva.
It was dedicated, not to Lord Ashley, but
to Dr. Mapletoft.
In this, Sydenham's greatest work, are contained
numerous observations on the epidemic diseases of

intermittent
fevers predominated, accompanied by a
peculiar species of continued fever. In the second,
or pestilential
constitution,
occurred the Plague,

London, from 1661 to
in all his researches on
himself the bewildering
fevers, discarding all

periods, viz. : (1) 1661-4; (2) 1665-6;

specimens

1675.

The leading principle
this subject was to study for
variety of diseases known as
traditional
explanations
and

of epidemics,

viz., fevers.

(3) 1667-9;

In

the first,

along with pestilential
fevers, analogous
to but
differing from the true Plague.
In the third, or
variolous constitution, Small-pox predominated, but was
accompanied

13°
J

by a special kind of fever, produced by
J
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the same epidemic constitution
of the atmosphere,
which .he calls the variolous fever. In the fourth,

repudiates the belief that the succession of epidemics

or

years to which his observations refer.
The conception, however, of a definite

Dysenteric

" Cholera,"

Constitution,

beside

Dysentery

and

or Summer Diarrhcea, there was a peculiar

will in future years follow the same sequence as in the

constitution

in particular

fever resembling Dysentery and an anomalous kind
of Small-pox. The fifth constitution was characterised

from Hippocrates;

by a peculiar Comatose Fever, and by peculiar characters

epidemic

years was absolutely

with the practical

taken

corollary that

in the other fevers, as well as by an epidemic cough,

the diseases in particular
constitutions
required
different treatment.
Sydenham attached the greatest

in which we may probably recognise Influenza.

importance

The general idea was that fevers change their
characters according to the constitution of the year,
and according to the prevailing epidemic. So that, for

following extract.

instance, anyone
knowing
of Small-pox was prevalent,

that a particular
could pronounce

kind
what

kind of fever would be prevalent at the same time,
even without seeing a case; or, knowing the nature
of the prevalent fever, could predicate the kind of
concomitant

disease which

also prevailed,

such as

Small-pox, Measles, Dysentery, &c.
There is no doubt that this idea was founded on
the histories of epidemics and their succession given
by

Hippocrates;

for expecting

and Sydenham

has been blamed

that the course of epidemics in London

in his day would be analogous to that of Greece in
the time of Hippocrates.
But it does not appear that

to this idea, as will

be seen from the

"Just as an individual :case of an epidemic has its
proper periods, its stages of increase, crisis, and decline,
so also has the constitution in general, which determines the epidemic;
that is, proportionally
to the
time of its predominance it has definite periods; it
increases from day to day in its epidemic extension;
it reaches its height;
it then decreases at the rate
of its increases; and, lastly, it dies away altogether,
making

room for a new constitution."

The modern teaching would be that all this may be
quite true of epidemics or outbreaks of particular
diseases; but that it is not necessary to resort to the
hypothesis of a purely imaginary
explain them.

"constitution"

to

It was impossible for Sydenham to know, what
medicine has established by long and painful observa-

he was entirely misled by this consideration;
for he
expressly points out that Small-pox, and therefore the

tion during two centuries, that

variolous constitution, with the disease dependent upon
it, was unknown to Hippocrates.
And he carefully

are constant, and that their successive prevalence is
not due to atmospheric
or climatic conditions, but

132
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to a variety of circumstances,
such as importation
of germs from other countries, contagion, the influence

many
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with the precise dates of

arrangements, while heat, cold, moisture, and so on,
play only a subordinate part.

their being taken ill and the occurrence of prominent
symptoms.
Had Sydenham done this it would have
been much easier to identify his fevers. As it is, such
an identification is difficult, and in the end uncertain.
In the sixth division of his work, where he speaks

Sydenham would have been quite prepared to learn,
if he could have looked forward to these times, that

of certain acute diseases not generally called fevers, he
may be said to have in some degree anticipated very

of particular species of animals, and so forth, many
of which can be controlled by purely mechanical

the Plague

never appeared

again in England,

that

the intermittent
fevers are practically extinct, and
Small-pox reduced to very narrow limits. For he
explicitly

states

his belief that some

diseases would

become extinct, and new ones, then unknown, would
appear.
But with the withdrawal of these formidable
epidemics his whole system of epidemic constitutions
crumbles to pieces. No one, however, was less disposed to believe than Sydenham himself in the finality
of his own doctrines.
The most disappointing

feature in Sydenham's

ac-

count of fevers is that, notwithstanding their minuteness, it is extremely difficult to be certain what species
of fever, as now understood, he is describing in any
particular year. This partly arises from his tendency
to believe that the forms and symptoms of fevers were
continually
changing
under the influence of the
epidemic

consti tution, and partly from the fact that

he purposely abstained from
histories of particular cases.
follow

the example

of

giving in detail
In this he did

Hippocrates,
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who

has

the
not
left

modern views respecting
recognise

them

these diseases.

He refused to

as local diseases originating

in the

organs affected. With regard to Pleurisy and Pneumonia, for instance, he insists that they are due to a
general inflammation of the blood which causes the
affection of the organs. So with Erysipelas, Rheumatism, and Quinsy.
He regarded them all as fevers
to begin with, not as feverish diseases arising from the
local condition.
He expresses these views with even
greater confidence in his earlier editions.
Now though this would not perhaps be accepted

at

the present day as a quite accurate statement of the
nature of these diseases, still it recognises the truth
now more and more generally accepted that these
diseases are not affections of one part of the body
only, but what are called general specific infections.
Skoda, the eminent professor of Vienna, held very
nearly the same view about Pneumonia half a century
ago, though it was regarded when he first propounded
it as a startling innovation.
Without
unduly prolonging

135.
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cussions, we must say one word about Sydenham's
description of Scarlatina.
He has been generally
credited, and even by great authorities, with first
clearly distinguishing this disease. In the opinion of

surpassed,

nor
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Many

flashes of

insight and pregnant hints might be collected, which
contemporaries did not understand, and to which later

the present writer this praise is exaggerated, though
Sydenham
certainly described this eruption more
accurately than anyone else. Sydenham could not have

knowledge is only able to do justice.
Above all, the
resolute endeavour to study natural facts by pure
observation, putting
aside the theories, facts, and
fictions collected out of books which, he says, "have

invented the word" Scarlatina," which, by its form
and its traditional pronunciation, is evidently Italian in

as much to do with treating sick men as the painting
of pictures has to do with the sailing of ships "-this

origin, and his description is strangely inadequate.

endeavour, successful

He

says nothing about the throat nor about contagion. He
thinks the ailment (he calls it "the mere name of
disease")

is merely"

a moderate

effervescence

or

not, will always be the best

example of method to all students of medicine.

of the

blood, arising from the heat of the preceding summer, or
some other exciting cause." It is without danger unless
(in his favourite formula) aggravated by injudicious treatment, in which case the patient might die of his doctor.
Either Sydenham in his long practice never saw a bad
case of Scarlatina or else, when he did see one, he
called it by another name. We are inclined to think
the latter explanation the correct one. His error, like
the errors of all great men, was not without bad consequences, for it largely contributed,
the misunderstanding

in our opinion, to

of Scarlatina and sore throats in

the next century.
But, with all deductions, this work will always
remain one of the greatest of medical classics. The
descriptions of many diseases and symptoms are so
admirable and complete that they have never been
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